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It has taken the US military/security complex 31 years to get rid of President Reagan’s last
nuclear  disarmament  achievement—the  INF  Treaty  that  President  Reagan  and  Soviet
President Gorbachev achieved in 1987.

The  Intermediate  Range  Nuclear  Forces  Treaty  was  ratified  by  the  US  Senate  on  May  27,
1988 and became effective a few days later on June 1. Behind the scenes, I had some role in
this, and as I remember what the treaty achieved was to make Europe safe from nuclear
attack by Soviet short and intermediate range missiles, and to make the Soviet Union safe
from US attack  from short  and intermediate  range US nuclear  missiles  in  Europe.  By
restricting nuclear weapons to ICBMs, which allowed some warning time, thus guaranteeing
retaliation and non-use of nucular weapons, the INF Treaty was regarded as reducing the
risk  of  an  American  first-strike  on  Russia  and a  Russian  first-strike  on  Europe,  strikes  that
could be delivered by low-flying cruise missiles with next to zero warning time.

When President Reagan appointed me to a secret Presidential committee with subpoena
power over the CIA, he told the members of the secret committee that his aim was to bring
the Cold War to an end, with the result that, in his words, “those God-awful nuclear weapons
would be dismantled.” President Reagan, unlike the crazed neoconservatives, who he fired
and prosecuted, saw no point in nuclear war that would destroy all life on earth. The INF
Treaty was the beginning, in Reagan’s mind, of the elimination of nuclear weapons from
military  arsenals.  The  INF  Treaty  was  chosen  as  the  first  start  because  it  did  not
substantially  threaten  the  budget  of  the  US  military/security  complex,  and  actually
increased the security of the Soviet military. In other words, it was something that Reagan
and Gorbachev could get past their own military establishments. Reagan hoped that as trust
built, more nuclear disarmament would proceed.

Now that President Reagan’s remaining achievement has been destroyed, what are the
consequences  of  the  Trump  administration’s  concession  to  the  profits  of  the  US
military/security  complex?

There are many, none good.

The massive US military/security complex profits will  increase as more increasingly scarce
American  resources  flow  into  the  production  of  intermediate  range  missiles  in  order  to
counter “the Russian threat.” The Republicans will want to pay for this by cutting Social
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Security and Medicare. I am unsure that the Democrats would be any different.

The Zionist neoconservatives now have their hope rekindled of re-establishing American and
Israeli hegemony with an undetected first strike nuclear cruise missile attack on Russia.

More pressure will be on Putin’s government from Alexei Kudrin, the Jewish Lobby, and the
billionaire oligarchs put in place by Washington and Israel during the Yeltsin years when
Russia was degraded to an American vassal state. These Russian traitors are so powerful
that  Putin  has  to  tolerate  them.  With  neoconized Washington doing  everything  it  can
possibly  do  to  damage  the  Russian  economy  and  to  draw  Russian  resources  off  from
economic and infrastructure needs to military spending, Kudrin and the Western-supported
elements  of  the Russian media will,  with  their  demands to  accommodate Washington,
encourage Washington to put yet more pressure on Russia with the intention of forcing
Russia into a vassal status with the Germans, British, French, and the rest of Europe, along
with Canada, Australia, and Japan.

The Russian government, by its meek response to extraordinary provocations, continues to
encourage more provocations, as the provocations cost the US and its vassals nothing. The
Russian government’s toleration of traitors, such as Kudrin, does not convince Western
peoples that Russia is an open, free speech society. Instead, they believe Kudrin, not Putin.
Americans believe that Putin is a thug who stole $50 billion and is one of the world’s richest
men. I heard this yesterday from my own cousin. The Western media never paints a correct
picture  of  life  in  Russia.  The  only  achievement  of  the  Russian  government’s  non-
confrontational response to the West and toleration of treason within its own government is
to convince Washington that Putin can be overthrown, just like the pro-Russian president of
Ukraine and the presidents of Honduras, Brazil, Argentina.

In the 20th century Americans, or that small percentage that is sentient, were influenced by
dystopic novels such as Kafka’s The Trial, Orwell’s 1984, and Huxley’s Brave New World. We
identified  these  novels  with  life  in  the  Soviet  Union,  and  we  feared  being  conquered  and
subjectged to such life. It was a long time before I realized that the “Soviet threat” was a
hoax,  like Saddam Hussein’s  “weapons of  mass destruction,”  like “Iranian nukes,”  like
“Assad’s use of chemical weapons,” like . . . you can provide the examples.

The vast majority of the peoples in the world have no idea what is happening. They are
trying to find or to keep jobs, to provide housing and food, to find the money for a mortgage
or car or credit card payment in the US, and in much of the world water to drink and a bit of
food to eat. They are stressed out. They have no energy to confront bad news or to figure
out what is happening. They are abandoned by governments everywhere. Outside of Russia,
China, Iran, Venezuela, where is there a government that represents the people?

Even in  Russia,  China,  Iran,  Venezuela,  and North  Korea,  are  there  governments  that
actually believe in themselves instead of in Western propaganda?

*

Note to readers: please click the share buttons above. Forward this article to your email
lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.

This article was originally published on the author’s blog site: Paul Craig Roberts Institute for
Political Economy.
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Reviews

“This book is a ‘must’ resource – a richly documented and systematic diagnosis of the
supremely pathological geo-strategic planning of US wars since ‘9-11’ against non-nuclear
countries to seize their oil fields and resources under cover of ‘freedom and democracy’.”
–John McMurtry, Professor of Philosophy, Guelph University

“In a world where engineered, pre-emptive, or more fashionably “humanitarian” wars of
aggression have become the norm, this challenging book may be our final wake-up call.”
-Denis Halliday, Former Assistant Secretary General of the United Nations

Michel Chossudovsky exposes the insanity of our privatized war machine. Iran is being
targeted with nuclear weapons as part of a war agenda built on distortions and lies for the
purpose of private profit. The real aims are oil, financial hegemony and global control. The
price could be nuclear holocaust. When weapons become the hottest export of the world’s
only superpower, and diplomats work as salesmen for the defense industry, the whole world
is recklessly endangered. If we must have a military, it belongs entirely in the public sector.
No one should profit from mass death and destruction.
–Ellen Brown, author of ‘Web of Debt’ and president of the Public Banking Institute   
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